UNDER MONITOR DISPLAYS

Under monitor displays are the most visible part of any tally system. IMAGE VIDEO Under Monitor Displays provide clear and accurate information for studio & network control rooms, CB trucks, on-air facilities, alarm systems and any other special purpose applications.

- Tri-color 0.7" LED displays are bright and easy to read
- Slim 1.8" deep design mounts below or in front of single, dual, or triple monitor bank
- Over 30 levels of LED brightness to suit most lighting conditions
- Text and numeric displays including alternate character sets, centering, and flashing
- Loops thru RJ11 connection to tally system, or any RS-485 / RS-232 serial port
- Powered by wall-mount adapter
- Optional central supply powers up to 12 or 18 displays
- Use stand-alone or with tally system
- Two external tally inputs provide message or color control for stand-alone use

IMAGE VIDEO has a wide variety of display models to suit any application. Select from three-color or single-color in 17", 15" and 9.5" wide models. Choose rack or wall mounting or take advantage of space in front of monitor controls with a unique front-mount.

Build a tally system from any combination of display models. Outfit an entire facility or monitor wall, or start with just a few displays and expand later. To reduce cost, any display can be loaded with fewer than the maximum LED's so you only pay for the display space that you need.

SINGLE-COLOR DISPLAYS

If color change is not important for displays in some locations, install single-color displays, further reducing cost. If desired, single color displays can include different colored LED end blocks to indicate on-air tally or other conditions.

MOUNTING

IMAGE VIDEO displays are available in traditional rack mounting, wall mounting, and front-mounting versions. The front-mount is unique because it makes better use of the available rack space. The display tilts down so the video monitor's controls are always accessible. Front mounting is perfect for equipment-saturated facilities where rack space just can't be wasted.

STATIC DISPLAYS

If color change is needed but the display message changes infrequently, install static displays. Print your own labels on transparencies, then insert labels into displays as needed. Static displays provide the same "look" as changeable displays, but at reduced cost. Connect the tally system to the display's built-in tally input to change color from green to red to indicate on-air or some other condition.

STAND-ALONE OPERATION

All displays are capable of stand-alone operation. Displays can be configured individually or together through their RS-232 port using a simple terminal or PC communication program.

MENU SYSTEM

A built-in, easy to use menu system provides access to all set-up, diagnostic, and message functions. Configure displays for a fixed message, or program message or color change reactions to external tally input levels. All display information is retained in non-volatile memory while the display is powered off.